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Abstract
Android has emerged as a strong competitor in mobile sector 
as it is supported by large companies especially by Google. 
Manufacturers can modify the system as per their needs due to 
Android’s openness and extensibility. Today Android operating 
system is not only used in Mobiles and tablets, its implementation 
in electronic devices is increasing rapidly. Smart TV and Smart 
Camera are examples of new implementation and in future android 
will be in many household devices like washing machine, Oven 
and many more. Android applications and games are getting more 
advance and complex bringing about utilizing more memory and 
battery. Mobile phones likewise require more advanced processors 
to run these high end Games and applications. As the mobiles 
are manufactured by distinctive manufacturers, they have their 
own particular user interface and pre installed applications and 
if more applications are installed the battery is consumed more 
and the phone becomes slow. So the motivation behind this paper 
is to increase the performance and working of Android OS by 
redoing the Stock ROM and making another and improved custom 
ROM.
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I. Introduction
Many companies have written own in-house operating systems 
for the devices they manufacture such as Symbian or iPhone OS. 
However, with the existence of so many closed source operating 
systems, no rational company would want to disclose their secrets 
and lose their edge on the competition. There is a problem how 
software developers write their generalized code. The Android 
team hopes to solve this on two levels. First, it seeks to arrive at 
a common open-source operating system that any mobile device 
can run on. Second, it seeks to make developing applications for 
these mobile phones more general and hardware-agnostic.

A. Background of Android
Android is a Linux based mobile operating system not Linux, 
it uses Linux kernel that means commands, directory structure 
and many things are similar to the Linux.  Android Incorporation 
was founded in Palo Alto, California, United States in October, 
2003 by Andy Rubin and Rich miner. From starting Android 
Incorporation operated secretly, expose only that it was working 
on mobile softwares.
Google took over Android Incorporation in August 2005, making 
Android Incorporation an entire owned property of Google 
Incorporation. On 23 September, 2008 the first Android device 
is launched, that is HTC Dream G1 which operates Android 1.0, 
and after that android shows 1.1 update which was released for 
T-Mobile G1 only.  Different Android versions are:

Android 1.5 (Cupcake)• 
Android 1.6 (Donut)• 
Android 2.0 (Éclair)• 

Android 2.2 (Froyo)• 
Android 2.3 (Gingerbread)• 
Android 3.0 (Honeycomb)• 
Android 4.0 (Ice-cream sandwich)• 
Android 4.1 (Jellybean)• 
Android 4.4 (KitKat)• 

B. Android ROM
ROM is read only memory and refers to the internal memory of 
a device where operating system instructions and applications 
are stored.
Three types of ROMs available for android:

Truly Stock ROMs / firmware• 
Manufacturer or Carrier branded Stock ROM / Firmware• 
Custom ROM / firmware• 

C. Android Bootup Process
Master Boot Record (MBR) is a boot sector which contains 
partition table which has the information about how the device 
is partitioned in a structure. There is no MBR or partition when the 
device is started for the first time. When the phone is switched on, 
CPU will be in a no initialization state. Internal RAM is available 
and no internal clocks are set up. The device starts executing code 
located in the ROM and finds a specific block which has first 
Stage boot loader. The first boot loader points to a second stage 
boot loader, which is located in a known block. This “pointing” 
process is called raw partition table.

Bootloader
Bootloader is a code which is executed before android operating 
system runs. It loads kernel to the RAM and sets up the initial 
memories. Manufacturers use existing boot loaders or they create 
their own boot loaders.

The First stage bootloader will find and setup the external • 
RAM.
Now Main boot loader is loaded and placed in external • 
RAM.
The First important program is in the second boot loader stage • 
which contains code for file systems, additional memory and 
network support etc.
When the boot loader is done it goes to the Linux kernel.• 

II. Detailed Android Architecture
This topic explains Android Architecture and its layers .It also define 
the components and application fundamentals of Android.
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A. Android Architecture

Fig. 1: Android Architecture

The Android software stack can be subdivided into five layers: The 
kernel and low level tools, native libraries, the Android Runtime, 
the framework layer and on top of all the applications.

1. Linux Kernel
The lowest layer of android architecture is Linux kernel layer, 
i.e. used as an abstraction between hardware and the remaining 
software stack of Android. The kernel used in Android is a 2.6 
series Linux kernel modified to fulfil some special needs of the 
platform.

2. Libraries
The native libraries of Android are written in C/C++, used by 
various components of Android. Few libraries used in android 
are:
Surface manager support, OpenGL ES 1.0 APIs, SGL, the Packet 
Video libraries, Free Type libraries, SSL libraries, SQLite, 
WebKit.

3. Android Runtime
Along with native libraries, the Android runtime is on second 
layer right above the Linux kernel. The Android runtime consist 
of Dalvik virtual machine and some core libraries.

4. Application Framework
Application Framework is on third layer going from bottom to 
top. It is basically a built-in toolkit, use to provide different set of 
services to Android applications. All those services which utilizes 
by core applications are make available for the Android developers 
to build innovative and rich Android applications. The application 
architecture is designed to simplify the reuse of components.

5. Application Layer
Application is a set of core applications both native and third party 
that are built on the application layer by the means of same API 
libraries. The Application layer runs within the Android runtime, 
using the classes and services made available from the application 
framework.

B. Application Fundamentals

1. Context and Packaging
Android applications run in a rather isolated context. When an 

application is started it begins to live in its own world in many 
respects:

Every application runs in its own Linux process• 
Each process has its own Dalvik VM• 
Each application gets a unique Linux user ID by default.• 

There are three possible ways to install an Android Package on 
a device:

by publishing and downloading it from the Android Market• 
by using the Android Debug Bridge (adb)• 
by copying it on the SD card and using another app to install • 
it (many file managers offer this feature)

2. Components
Android is designed in a component-based way, which is a central 
feature: Any one application may use any other application or part 
of another application, provided the other application permits it. 
Android has four types of basic components:
Activities, Service, Broadcast Receiver, Content Providers.

3. Launching and Shutdown
Activities, Services and Broadcast Receivers are activated by an 
asynchronous message called Intent, which is an object of the Intent 
class. Components might be shut down by the Android system 
when they are no longer needed or the need to free resources arises 
– which will cause a component to be shut down prematurely.

4. Activity Life Cycle
Activity life cycle has two components, activity states and activity 
methods. Activity states are: Active/Running, Paused State, 
Stopped, and Destroyed State. Activity methods are: onCreate(), 
onStart(), onResume(), onPause(), onStop(), onRestart(), and 
onDestroy().

C. Android System Services
Android provides the services expected in a modern operating 
system such as virtual memory, multiprogramming, and threads, 
all on a mobile platform. Many of Android’s services are a result 
of including the Linux kernel. However the Android team has 
added the telephony stack in return.

III. Custom Android Rom
This part will explain everything about a customized android rom. 
Its advantages and its disadvantages etc.

A. Custom  ROM
A stock ROMis the version of the phone’s operating system that 
comes with your phone when you buy it.
A custom ROMis a fully standalone version of the OS, including 
the kernel (which makes everything run), apps, services, etc - 
everything you need to operate the device, except it’s customized 
by someone in some way.
So what does the “customized” part mean? Since Android is open 
source, developers are free to take stock ROMs, modify them, 
strip them of garbage, optimize them, add things, and pretty much 
do whatever their imagination and skills allow.

B. Advantages of Custom ROM

1. Update Frequency
Custom ROM results in more frequent updates that fix bugs and 
introduce new features.
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2. Replace Manufacturer Skin With A Stock Version of 
Android
You can’t just switch from the manufacturer’s skin to the stock 
Android look, you can replace the launcher without installing a 
custom ROM.

3. Eliminate Bloatware
When you purchase a phone from a carrier, it often comes packed 
with bloatware. Apps stored on phone waste your disk space. If 
you want to actually erase these apps from your disk, the best way 
to do so is to install a custom ROM.

4. Add Additional Features and System Tweaks
Custom ROMs offer features not found in stock Android and 
many tweaking options you can’t get elsewhere.

5. Better Performance and Efficiency
Custom ROMs are often times faster, more efficient, and use less 
memory because the developer ripped out useless garbage, such 
as carrier installed apps, optimized the kernel.

6. Upgrading To A Better/Later Version of Android
You can upgrade to a version of the OS in two possible situations. 
First, a leaked version of the new ROM showed up online, and 
the developer got on it. And second, a ROM from another phone 
was ported by the developer to work on yours.

7. Ability To Install Apps To The SD Card
Most custom ROMs nowadays come with the ability to install 
applications to the SD card, called Apps2SD (or A2SD).

C. Disadvantages of Custom ROM

1. Something Could Go Wrong
Something may go wrong with the flashing process (process of 
installing the ROM) and leave your phone in bricked state.

2. Clean Wipe
To install Custom ROM, you have to perform clean wipe, means 
you will lose all existing data.

3. May Void Your Warranty
Custom rooting will void your warranty because you will break 
the seal on the boot loader by installing custom.

4. Bricking
Some devices after the rooting process may become useless and the 
only option left with you is to get a new one as the manufacturer 
will cancel the warranty if they find any attempts of rooting.

5. Reboot
If the rooting is not successfully done, the device may enter to an 
infinite loop of booting.

IV. Proposed Work
This topic will include the area of work in which we are interested. 
It will tell about redeveloping the customized rom.

A. Developing Custom ROM
A Custom ROM is a fully standalone version of the OS, including 
the kernel (which makes everything run), apps, services, etc - 
everything you need to operate the device, except it’s customized 

by someone in some way.

B. Source Overview
Source can been seen in working directory. It contains many 
directories and files.
Following are the directories in the Android source code:
/bionic, /boot, /build, /Cts, /Dalvik, /Development, /Device, /
External, /Frameworks, /Hardware, /Kernel, /Out, /Packages, /
Prebuilt, /System.

V. Experimental Results
This topic contains all the results of the implementation done.

A. Stock and Custom ROM Comparison Result
Linpack is a benchmark used to estimate the performance of 
computers and phones. Linpack software is installed in both 
Stock rom and custom Rom on Sony Ericsson Xperia Ray ST18i. 
This software calculates the performance of an Android phone in 
Mega FLOPS (Floating point operations per second). FLOPS is 
the measure of speed of computer or phone especially in fields 
of scientific calculations that make heavy use of floating-point 
calculations.
1 MFLOPS= 1.000.000 FLOPS. More mflops means the device 
is giving better performance.

1. Stock ROM Linpack Benchmark’s Result
Linpack benchmark’s results on Sony Ericsson Xperia Ray ST18i 
with Stock Rom Android version 2.3.4 Gingerbread.

Table 1: Stock ROM Linpack Benchmark
MFLOPS Time Norm res

4.724 17.75 
Seconds 5.68

2. Custom ROM Linpack Benchmark’s Result
Linpack benchmark’s results on Sony Ericsson Xperia Ray ST18i 
with Custom Rom Android version 2.3.7 Gingerbread with 
Android version 4.4.2 KitKat libraries.

Table 2: Custom ROM Linpack Benchmark
MFLOPS Time
7.754 10.81 Seconds

VI. Conclusion
Custom ROM scores more Mflops in less Time than Stock Rom 
this shows that the Custom Roms gives better performance than 
stock ROMs. Using these methods Android can be customized 
for specific needs of the user. As the user got root permissions, 
now user can play with the Android. User can remove useless 
preinstalled applications and build its own custom Rom with its 
application installed. Increased Battery performance was seen in 
custom Rom as compare to the stock Rom.
The main objective of our project is to given the user of the 
OEM a full authority to the Android operating system he/she 
using. After complication of the steps given above the Android 
operating system will be fully rooted (Allowing full OS kernel 
authority to the user) .
After gaining the root access, he/she can easily tweak OS as 
per his/her own need, which in turn will give him/her a clear 
picture about how things working inside the phone, and how can 
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it be modified so that the performance and stability of the phone 
can be substantially increased. But what climb the charts is the 
main motive which is the knowledge of Mobile Computing and 
Mobile Operating Platforms, while following the steps the user 
can understand each and every section of the OS. This knowledge 
will strengthen the foundation of a simple user to a be advance 
user, so that he/she can help in growing/developing one of the best 
Open Source System available in the market i.e. Android.
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